NEWS

Call for interest - Digital access to the New York Times

FAO Library is pleased to propose a group subscription for access to the New York Times. Under these subscriptions, users will receive unrestricted access to NYTimes.com and the New York Times App, with the capacity to personalize news feeds. The New York Times is one of the world’s top sources of independent, original journalism. It has earned 130 Pulitzer Prizes and reports from over 150 countries.

The annual rate would be **USD 49-54 per staff**, depending on overall interest. A budget code will be required.

If you are interested, please contact fao-library-acquisitions@fao.org.

2023 renewals for current subscriptions are priced as follows:

- **Wall Street Journal** - USD 219.40 per staff (price based on our current 30 seats)
- **Financial Times** - USD 396.70 per staff (price based on our current 59 seats)
- **The Economist** - From April 2023, the library will facilitate access via domain authentication at no cost.

Please contact fao-library-acquisitions@fao.org if you are interested in renewing your subscription or if you are a new subscriber. Please note that a budget code will be required.

NEW BOOKS

E-BOOKS

Wortmann, C.S. & Sones, K., eds. 2017. FERTILIZER USE OPTIMIZATION IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Nairobi, Kenya, CABI.

Jayasinghe, M. 2022. POVERTY, FOOD CONSUMPTION, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Cham, Switzerland, Springer

Motttram, T. 2022. DIGITAL AGRITECHNOLOGY: ROBOTICS AND SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Siebert, A. 2022. FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AND URBAN AGRICULTURE. CONCEPTS, POLITICS, AND PRACTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA
London, UK, Routledge

Leal Filho, W. Kovaleva, M., Popkova, E. 2022. SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SECURITY
Cham, Switzerland, Springer.

Madhusoodana Kurup, B., Boopendranath, M.R., Harikrishnan, M., Shibu A.V., eds. 2022 IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE, ECOSYSTEM, FISHERIES AND FOOD SECURITY
London, UK, CRC Press

Manganelli, A. 2022 THE HYBRID GOVERNANCE OF URBAN FOOD MOVEMENTS
Cham, Switzerland, Springer

Puthur, J.T., Dhankher, O.P. 2022. BIOENERGY CROPS: A SUSTAINABLE MEANS OF PHYTOREMEDIATION
Boca Raton, USA, CRC Press.
Print journals in the FAO Library Reading Room

During Covid, FAO Library cancelled a number of Reading Room subscriptions because nobody was there to read them! We are very happy to announce that we have reinitiated a number of print journal subscriptions, including *Time*, *The Economist*, *New Scientist*, *Harvard Business Review*, *New Internationalist* and more. Come visit the Reading Room on the ground floor of Building A and enjoy a new issue.

NEW OECD PUBLICATIONS

OECD. 2022

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ALONG FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS**

Paris, France, OECD

OECD. 2022

**IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES ALONG FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS**

Paris, France, OECD

ARTICLES BY FAO AUTHORS

The following section provides an overview of the latest journal articles and some other document types (editorial material, letters, book chapters and conference proceedings) written or cowritten by authors affiliated with FAO. The main source of information is the Web of Science (WoS), the world's largest publisher-neutral abstract and citation platform of leading peer-reviewed international and regional scientific literature. *FAO Style* (2022) is used as the citation style.

Are you planning to publish an article?

Please ensure that you are familiar with [FAO’s Open Access policy](https://www.fao.org), as well as OCC policies and procedures for publishing FAO content in external publications. Please contact [Copyright@fao.org](mailto:Copyright@fao.org) before publishing articles externally. Copyright will negotiate a license agreement on your behalf, to ensure FAO retains the right to disseminate the content.

Did you recently publish an article?

Please send the file to [document-repository@fao.org](mailto:document-repository@fao.org) and the citation to [fao-library-reference@fao.org](mailto:fao-library-reference@fao.org) and we will add the article to the Library’s newsletter.
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